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Editorial
The featured artist, self-taught, is the first Trinidadian to be celebrated in IZIBONGO.

Whether with paint, pencil or collage, she gives us something special. We know the names
of Caribbean writers, musicians and sports figures, but not those of the artists: this

magazine will make its contribution to sharing the necessary knowledge.

I imagine a Festival of African Collage, where the work of the featured artist will be shown,
alongside the work of other masters, such as Dario Manjate (Mozambique), Mothusi

Sejakgomo (Botswana) and Mbongeni Fakudze, of Swaziland.

From Trinidad and Tobago, I am happy to present to you, BRIANNA McCARTHY.

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production
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Brianna McCarthy
from The Trinidadian Guardian
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from Brianna McCarthy



Beautiful
...McCarthy reminds me of the great Impressionist painter Edward Degas who obsessively
depicted dancers (ballerinas) in his art. Only with McCarthy, it's girls. McCarthy repeatedly
draws and paints girls. Beautiful, colored girls. In doing so she displays her mastery in the

depiction of African, East Indian and creole physical features.

from article by Summer Edward - Summer Edward blog - June 2010

Unique
I was responding to a need I felt. I didn’t see enough of myself and people who looked like
me in art. Also, the usual representation of the Afro West Indian female is as an exotic. I

wanted to illustrate a being more individual, more unique.

Brianna McCarthy

from article by Lucy Fornaro
Brianna McCarthy Teacher Resource

Expression
Through various media: collage, drawing, illustration, and painting she constructs and

manipulates a range of deeply personal and emotional experiences within the
constructions. Her work exposes a new range of depth of expressions and emotions,

which for the most part, are non-existent in the recorded cultures of the Caribbean
landscape. 

from Black Fabulousity
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Venezuela
Brianna McCarthy is an artist who works in Trinidad and Tobago. In 2005 she exhibited

work as part of the Trinidadian delegation to Venezuela for the Festival of Youth and
Students XVI.

from ARC: Art – Recognition – Culture

Mexico
The artist was part of the Urban Heartbeat Street Art Project, initiated by the Goethe

Institute, from Mexico to all Latin America (March 2012) – project for which she won the
contest. 

from Uprising Art

Guadaloupe
Give thanks! It was a much bigger turn out than i expected -- yesterday at my adult collage

workshop at the gorgeous Fort Fleur d'Épée, Guadeloupe...

This was my second stay in Guadeloupe and I couldn't have asked for a more fulfilling
experience. 

Brianna McCarthy

from Brianna McCarthy Facebook



from Black Women Art
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Roots
Her Caribbean roots have influenced her as an artist, making it an objective of hers to

relinquish the negativity surrounding skin colour and ethnicity...

from article by Lucy Fornaro
Brianna McCarthy Teacher Resource

Consciousness
Truly, in her art I see the working out of a Caribbean aesthetic which recognizes and
affirms négritude(black consciousness), antillanité (West Indianness), and créolité

(transcultural fusing.) Her art simply radiates colour consciousness and métissage. 

from article by Summer Edward
Summer Edward blog

June 2010

Blessings
I do feel overwhelmingly humbled and grateful. It's been a sobering year for so many

reasons - a year or revelation and refined clarity.

Thank you to the people who stood by me, believed in me, encouraged me - blessings and
light to you! Looking forward! 

Brianna McCarthy

from Brianna McCarthy Facebook
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